Synchrotron-based high-pressure single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were conducted on $Mg 0.9 Fe 0.1 SiO 3 (En 90 ) orthopyroxene crystals at room temperature to a maximum pressure of 48.5 GPa. The sample was compressed in a diamond anvil cell with a neon pressure-transmitting medium and a gold pressure calibrant. In addition to the previously described orthopyroxene to b-opx transition (designated HPCEN2 in previous studies), we observe two further phase transitions at 29.9 GPa and 40.3 GPa. However, we do not observe the c-opx phase recently described in an Fe-rich orthopyroxene composition. The structures of both of the new phases were solved in space group Pca2 1 . While their Mg-O layers remain pyroxene-like, their Si-O layers transform in a stepwise fashion to akimotoitelike sheets, with sites in 4-, 4+1-, or 6-fold coordination, depending on the specific structure and layer. Due to the increased Si-O coordination number, we designate the new structures a-and b-post-orthopyroxene (a-popx and b-popx). a-popx has one Si-O layer that is entirely tetrahedral, and one layer that contains both tetrahedra and 4+1-coordinated Si in distorted square pyramids. b-popx retains the mixed 4-and 4+1-coordinated Si layer found in a-popx, while the other Si layer adopts fully octahedral coordination. The a-and b-popx structures show a progressive transformation towards the arrangement of Si layers found in akimotoite, a potentially important phase in the earth's transition zone. Metastable transformations in pyroxenes are of interest for understanding possible metastability in geological environments such as subducting slabs and meteorite impacts.
Introduction
Pyroxenes with compositions of (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 are important minerals in the Earth's crust and mantle, as well as in meteorites. In the crust, they are found in mafic igneous rocks and in metamorphic rocks, including granulites from the lower crust. (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 polymorphs are major components of the mantle at all depths. Petrological models for the upper mantle contain $20% opx on average (Ringwood, 1975) , while opx-dominated pyroxenites may contribute to heterogeneity on the local or regional scale. Phase transformations in pyroxenes have been identified as a possible cause or contributor to seismic discontinuities in the mantle such as the ''X'' discontinuity at $300 km depth (Woodland, 1998) . Pyroxenes are also a major constituent of the harzburgites that make up a large portion of subducting lithosphere (Ringwood, 1982) . Under the cold temperatures of subducting slabs, pyroxenes may remain metastable to transition zone depths (Hogrefe et al., 1994; Nishi et al., 2008; van Mierlo et al., 2013) . Such metastable phases may add buoyancy to the slabs, resulting in slowed subduction and/or transient stagnation. Direct transformation of metastable pyroxene to the dense high-pressure phase akimotoite in the lowermost upper mantle may occur, possibly promoting rapid penetration of stagnant slabs into the lower mantle (Hogrefe et al., 1994) .
Pyroxenes are characterized by chains of corner-sharing SiO 4 tetrahedra that extend in the crystallographic c-direction. These are interleaved with ribbons of two different types of MO 6 octahedra, the more regular M1 and more distorted M2 sites. (When large cations such as Ca 2+ reside in the M2 site, they are 8-coordinated.)
The basal triangles of the octahedra can point in either the +c direction or the Àc direction, called ''+'' and ''À'' tilt, respectively. The tetrahedral chains can be either unkinked (extended) or kinked in one of two different ways (designated O-and S-rotation) (Papike et al., 1973; Thompson, 1970) . Furthermore, the manner in which the tetrahedral chains are laterally attached to adjacent M1 octahedra puts constraints on the geometry of the M2 site (Sueno et al., 1976) . The stacking between layers with different octahedral tilting directions determines whether a given pyroxene is an orthopyroxene (opx) or a clinopyroxene (cpx). Here, we focus on the room-temperature high-pressure polymorphism of Mg-rich orthopyroxene.
The opx structure, shown in Fig. 1 , has Pbca symmetry. Two symmetrically distinct tetrahedral Si chains, A and B, are interleaved between octahedral Mg layers. Both the A and the B chain are O-rotated, with the B chain being strongly O-rotated and the A chain in nearly an extended configuration. In opx, the Mg octahedra switch to the opposite tilting direction every two octahedral layers, leading to a unit cell that is approximately doubled in the a direction compared to cpx.
At high pressures and temperatures, opx transforms into C2/c cpx (Angel et al., 1992; Kanzaki, 1991; Pacalo and Gasparik, 1990) at $9 GPa. Depending on temperature, it undergoes further transformations into other phases such as majorite, wadsleyite + stishovite, and akimotoite before ultimately transforming to the perovskite structure (Fei and Bertka, 1999) . Cold compression of crystalline materials can result in the kinetic inhibition of phase transitions in favor of metastable structures with energetically lower transformation pathways. The compression behavior of opx at 300 K is now well characterized below 10 GPa (Angel and Jackson, 2002; Periotto et al., 2012) , but is only starting to be elucidated above this pressure.
Previous ultrasonic elasticity measurements (Kung et al., 2004 ) and Raman spectroscopy (Lin, 2003; Serghiou, 2003) at room temperature reported that the Mg-endmember of opx, enstatite (En), persists to $12 GPa, with a possible phase transition occurring above this pressure. Subsequent Mössbauer spectroscopy by Zhang et al. (2011) on En 87 (87 mol% of enstatite) described changes in the hyperfine parameters at 10 GPa that also suggested the occurrence of a phase transition. The structure of the new phase was solved by Zhang et al. (2012) using single-crystal X-ray diffraction. This structure, which we call b-opx (designated HPCEN2 in earlier studies), is related to a structure predicted by molecular dynamics simulations and DFT calculations (Jahn, 2008) , and has P2 1 /c monoclinic symmetry. Despite its lower symmetry, it retains an opx-like ++ÀÀ++ÀÀ octahedral tilt pattern, distinguishing it from a true cpx (++++). In contrast with opx, however, it has four symmetrically distinct Si chains. The lowering of symmetry from Pbca to P2 1 /c is a result of one of the initial A-chains becoming S-rotated, while the other remains O-rotated. These mixed O-and S-rotated A-chain layers are similar to those seen in a high-pressure P2 1 cn polymorph of protopyroxene (Yang et al., 1999) .
Subsequent studies have examined other aspects of the opx to b-opx phase transition. Using Raman spectroscopy, it was shown that in nearly Fe-free opx the transition to b-opx occurs at $13 GPa, but that the presence of Fe lowers the transition pressure (Zhang et al., 2013b) . Incorporation of Al and Ca into opx has the opposite effect and increases the transition pressure for an En 90 composition. Additional Raman work has investigated the pressure-temperature slope of the phase boundary and the stability of b-opx at high temperature (Zhang et al., 2014) . The elastic properties and lattice dynamics of b-opx were studied using synchrotron-based nuclear resonant inelastic scattering and powder X-ray diffraction (Zhang et al., 2013a) .
Another recent study on an Fe-rich En 16 opx composition reported transitions from opx to b-opx at 11.1 GPa, and then from b-opx to a second high-pressure phase, c-opx, at 13.0 GPa (Dera et al., 2013a) . The initial opx Pbca symmetry is regained in the c-phase as a result of the second A-chain in the structure becoming S-rotated (this is the main structural difference between b-and c-opx). These high-pressure 300-K structures were shown to be thermodynamically metastable in comparison with C2/c cpx (Li et al., 2013) . In this study, we use single-crystal X-ray diffraction to extend examination of the 300-K compression behavior of Mg-rich opx to higher pressures, and to search for further structural changes.
Methods
A natural crystal with composition Mg 0.900 Fe 0.088 Ca 0.003 Mn 0.003 Al 0.004 Si 0.999 O 3 (En 90 ) opx was used as a starting material. The sample was characterized at ambient conditions by X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and electron microprobe analysis ( Table 1 ). The material used here is from the same parent crystal as the sample used in the study by Dorfman et al. (2013) . Small fragments (610 lm thick) from a larger single crystal were extracted for our experiments. The unit cell parameters at ambient pressure are a = 18.249(2) Å, b = 8.8263(9) Å, and c = 5.1858(3) Å, in good agreement with literature values (Tarantino et al., 2002) .
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments were performed at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory. Ambient-pressure X-ray experiments were carried out at the 16-ID-B beamline (HPCAT), while high-pressure experiments were performed at 13-ID-D (GSECARS). Pressure was generated using a symmetric-type diamond anvil cell with 300-lm culets. The sample chamber (Fig. 2) was formed by drilling a $170-lm hole through a rhenium gasket that was pre-indented to $35 lm in thickness. Five orthopyroxene crystals ($10-20 lm in diameter) were loaded into the sample chamber. An annealed ruby sphere and a gold foil ($10-lm thick) were also included for pressure calibration. The ruby sphere was chosen to be thicker than the sample crystals, so that if the ruby did not bridge between the diamonds at high pressure, neither would the sample crystals. The pressures listed in Table 2 are based on the gold pressure scale of Fei et al. (2007) . We used only the (1 1 1) line of gold, as this peak is relatively insensitive to differential stress (Takemura and Dewaele, 2008) . For consistency, data from only one of the opx crystals is reported in this paper (Fig. 2 ), but other crystals showed similar behavior. To achieve quasi-hydrostatic conditions, the cell was loaded with a neon pressure-transmitting medium using the GSECARS/COMPRES gas-loading system. Rare-gas solids such as neon provide optimum quasi-hydrostatic conditions at high pressures (Angel et al., 2007) . To enhance reciprocal space coverage at high pressures, a cubic boron nitride (cBN) backing plate (seat) was used with the upstream diamond, while a tungsten carbide (WC) seat with a 60°opening angle was used with the downstream diamond.
Monochromatic diffraction experiments were performed at HPCAT using X-rays with a wavelength of 0.3515 Å and at GSECARS with a wavelength of 0.2950 Å. The beam was focused to less than 10 Â 10 lm by Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors at each beamline. Diffraction patterns were collected using a Mar CCD detector that was calibrated with a LaB 6 standard using the program FIT2D (Hammersley et al., 1996) . At each pressure, a wide and stepped scan about the vertical axis of the diffractometer (x scan) were collected for each crystal. Wide scans consisted of four 12°rotations of the diamond cell in x while the detector was exposed (covering 48°in total, a range dictated by the geometrical opening of the cell). These were used to extract d-spacings, azimuthal angles around the beam center, and peak intensities. The step size of the wide x rotation was chosen to be small enough so as to minimize peak overlap, but large enough to minimize timing errors between the rotation and the X-ray shutter.
Step scans consisted of individual exposures taken at 1°intervals to constrain the x angle of maximum intensity for each peak This provides the third dimension necessary for reconstructing the crystal's reciprocal lattice and indexing the diffraction pattern. Both wide and step scans were collected at the central detector position, as well as at positions shifted horizontally ±70 mm in order to increase spatial coverage. A total of 15 pressure steps were carried out to a maximum pressure of 48.5 GPa. The stress state in the sample chamber remained quasi-hydrostatic to the maximum pressure achieved, as evidenced by only a slight broadening of the ruby fluorescence peaks at the highest pressures.
Peak fitting was performed using the program GSE_ADA (Dera et al., 2013b) . Polarization, Lorentz, and a correction for absorption by the diamond cell components were applied to the fit peaks. The DAC absorption correction was determined empirically by measuring the downstream beam intensity as the cell was rotated in the X-ray beam. Positions and intensities for $400-600 unique peaks were extracted from the raw diffraction patterns at each pressure point. The unit cell, orientation matrix, and where necessary, twin laws, were found using the program CELL_NOW (Bruker AXS Inc.). 
Table 2
Lattice parameters and volumes of opx phases. a-Post-orthopyroxene Transformations to conventional unit cells were determined using XPREP (Bruker, 2007) , and lattice parameters were refined using a least-squares fitting procedure in the program RSV (Dera et al., 2013b) . Partial crystal structures for new phases were solved using Endeavor (Brandenburg and Putz, 2009; Putz et al., 1999) . SHELX-2013 (Sheldrick, 2008 was used first to determine the locations of residual electron density holes in order to fully solve the new structures, and then to carry out complete crystalstructure refinements at selected pressures. X-ray anomalous dispersion corrections were carried out using the program XDISP (Kissel and Pratt, 1990) . The Mg/Fe ratio was refined only for the pyroxene M2 site(s). The other cation sites already had site occupancies less than 1 (but greater than 0.9) due to a combination of small quantities of defects and chemical substitutions (e.g. Al, Mn, etc.). Displacement parameters were refined isotropically. Representative structural data are presented in Tables 1-4 and Supplementary Material.
The PATHFIND executable of the program SPEEDEN (Downs et al., 1996) was used to calculate procrystal electron density distributions for high-pressure phases and to determine cationoxygen bond paths from them using bond-critical point analysis (Bader, 1990 (Bader, , 1998 . Procrystal electron density distributions use superimposed spherical electron density distributions at atomic positions to model a crystal's electron density distribution, and have been shown to agree well with ab initio studies (Downs et al., 2002) . A bond path is defined as a line that connects two atoms such that every point along its length is a local maximum in electron density in the perpendicular plane. Thus, a bond between two atoms exists only if a saddle point (critical point) in electron density between them can be found. The bonds identified by SPEEDEN were used as the basis for assigning coordination polyhedra to cations. Geometrical parameters of these polyhedra were calculated using XtalDraw (Downs et al., 2003) .
Results and discussion
Three phase transitions were observed in En 90 opx up to 48.5 GPa (Fig. 3) . We observe the previously reported transition to b-opx between 10.1 and 14.6 GPa, followed by two additional transformations, one between 26.9 and 29.9 GPa, and another between 36.8 and 40.3 GPa, to previously unreported structures. The volume reductions observed across each transition are 3.5%, 2.5%, and 3.9%, respectively. The two new structures both have orthorhombic space group Pca2 1 symmetry, as evidenced by systematic absences, structure solution, and structure refinement.
We designate them a-post-orthopyroxene and b-post-orthopyroxene (a-and b-popx), respectively, for reasons discussed below. While the refinement parameters reported below are in Pca2 1 , the lattice parameters, structure images, and discussion of Table 3 Top: Representative single-crystal structure refinement for a-post-orthopyroxene.
Bottom: Refined atomic parameters. All atoms are in Wyckoff position 4a. (4) The space group Pca2 1 has been previously suggested as a possibility for pyroxenes that lose symmetric equivalence between the Si chains in each layer (i.e. the A and B chains split into two symmetrically distinct chains, designated Aa/Ab and Ba/Bb) (Thompson, 1970) . Initially, Smyth (1974) reported evidence for a structure with this space group in a lunar opx, but Domeneghetti et al. (1996) later showed that this sample was actually a mixture of Pbca opx and exsolved C2/c cpx. Our work therefore is the first observation of a pyroxene-like Pca2 1 structure. Fig. 4 shows the volume compression of En 90 opx compared with previous single-crystal studies on En 100 to 8.5 GPa (Angel and Hugh-Jones, 1994; Angel and Jackson, 2002) and En 16 (Dera et al., 2013a) to 32.3 GPa (also see Table 2 ). All three datasets show similar compression behavior for the initial opx structure, but En 16 undergoes a sequence of phase transitions from a-to b-to c-phase over a narrow pressure interval from 10.1-13.0 GPa, and thus exhibits a higher total degree of compression than En 90 up to 29 GPa, the pressure where En 90 transforms from b-opx to a-popx. Table 2 ). For the initial opx structure the b-direction is the most compressible and the a-direction the least. In contrast, looking at absolute compression across phase boundaries over the entire measured pressure range, in both the Fe-rich and Fe-poor compositions the c-direction undergoes the most overall compression and the a-direction the least. The compression trends are similar for both compositions. In En 90 , the a-direction increases slightly across each transition boundary, with a maximum increase of $0.7% between b-opx and a-popx. For the transitions to b-opx and a-popx, the volume reduction is due to reduction in the c-axis, as the a-and b-directions either slightly increase in length or do not change significantly. The combined discontinuity in the c-direction from these two transitions is $5.7%. The c-direction discontinuously changes an additional $1.5% across the a-to b-popx transition, but most of the volume change across that transition is taken up by the b-direction, with a length reduction of $2.5%.
One feature of the opx to b-opx phase transition that was previously described by Dera et al. (2013a) is twinning of the b-phase (Fig. 3b) . We observe similar phase transition-induced non-merohedral twinning in our low-Fe composition. The twinning is inherent to the phase transition as a result of the reduction from orthorhombic Pbca symmetry to monoclinic P2 1 /c symmetry.
We did not observe the c-opx phase described by Dera et al. (2013a) for the En 16 opx composition at 14.6 GPa. Instead, b-opx persists in En 90 opx to 26.9 GPa, ruling out the possible existence of metastable c-opx for the range of Fe contents expected in the mantle. However, at 29.9 GPa, a change in the diffraction pattern occurred and the a-popx phase was observed (Fig. 6, Table 3 ). Since the pressure step between b-opx and a-popx was fairly large, $3 GPa, it is possible we overstepped a narrow region in which c-opx forms. We suspect this might be the case because Pbca, the space group of c-opx, is a common direct supergroup of both P2 1 /c, the space group of b-opx, and Pca2 1 , the space group of a-popx, whereas no direct supergroup-subgroup relation exists between the space groups of b-opx and a-popx. In addition, the . Unit-cell volume of En 90 orthopyroxene and its high-pressure polymorphs from this study (black symbols) compared to previous single-crystal En 100 orthopyroxene (red symbols) (Angel and Hugh-Jones, 1994; Angel and Jackson, 2002) and En 16 orthopyroxene experiments (open symbols) (Dera et al., 2013a) . (Table 3b) . However, as with c-opx, both of the A-chains (Aa and Ab) are S-rotated and both of the B-chains (Ba and Bb) are O-rotated. Unlike b-or c-opx, though, a-popx has a portion of its Si sites coordinated by more than four O anions. The Si cations in the Ab chain can be described as 4+1 coordinated in a distorted square pyramid configuration (Fig. 6) . At 34 GPa, four of the Si-O bonds are similar in length, and range from 1.581-1.688 Å, while the fifth bond is a significantly longer 2.181 Å. The next shortest Si-O distance (not a bond), which would complete a distorted octahedron around the central Si, is 2.550 Å.
Although the fifth bond distance is significantly longer than the other four, our procrystal electron density analysis explicitly found a bond path between the relevant Si and the fifth oxygen. We adopt the notation 4+1 notation to denote that the length of this bond is significantly different from the four other Si-O bonds, and consider the Si cations in the Ab chain to be in highly distorted 5-coordination with O. The long bond in the SiO 5 polyhedron connects the Si cations in the Ab chain with adjacent Si cations in the Aa chain through a bridging O anion, resulting in the loss of the isolated Si-chain topology within the layer. In contrast, the Ba and Bb Si chains remain nearly identical to their configuration in the initial opx structure, but with increased O-rotation.
After additional compression to 40.3 GPa, a new phase, b-popx, (Fig. 7, Table 4 ), appears. The A-chains remain similar to a-popx, with the four initial tetrahedral Ab Si-O bond lengths remaining essentially unchanged and ranging from 1.576-1.686 Å at 48.0 GPa. On the other hand, the long Si-O bond significantly shortens, with a new length of 1.916 Å. However, the major rearrangement in this structure occurs in the B-chains. While these chains previously contained only tetrahedrally coordinated Si and were isolated from each other, in b-popx they form a honeycombed sheet of edge-sharing, slightly distorted, Si-O octahedra (Fig. 7) . This layer is nearly identical to the octahedral Si layer in the ilmenite-structured high-P-T phase akimotoite (Horiuchi et al., 1982) . In order for the Si cations to become octahedrally coordinated, the Ba and Bb chains shift relative to each other such that the Si octahedra line up in the b-direction. Significant diffuse scattering observed in the a ⁄ -direction of the diffraction patterns (Fig. 3d) is likely due to stacking faults between Mg and Si layers perpendicular to the a-direction of b-popx, potentially due to the shifting Si B-chains.
Recently, Plonka et al. (2012) reported a new high-pressure monoclinic phase of CaMgSi 2 O 6 diopside, b-diopside. The relationship between the b-diopside structure and the b-popx structure is analogous to that between cpx and opx. The Mg octahedral layers are arranged perpendicular to the a-axis in a ++++ stacking in cpx structures and a ++ÀÀ++ÀÀ stacking in opx structures (+ and À represent tilting of Mg octahedra in opposite directions (Papike et al., 1973) ). These stacking patterns remain in highpressure b-diopside and b-popx. In addition, the B-chain octahedral Si layers in both structures are nearly identical. However, b-diopside retains only tetrahedral Si in its A-chains, whereas the Si in b-popx's Ab-chains is entirely 4+1-coordinated.
A Raman spectroscopy study by Serghiou et al. (2000) reported compression of single crystals of En 100 opx to a maximum pressure of 70 GPa. Between $7-15 GPa, new Raman peaks appeared that can be interpreted as corresponding to the P2 1 /c b-opx phase transition described by Zhang et al. (2012) . The most drastic change in the Raman spectra occurred between $38-40 GPa, where the Raman bands attributed to tetrahedrally-coordinated Si disappear and bands attributed to octahedrally-coordinated Si appear. The Raman spectra above 40 GPa also exhibit a poorer signal-to-noise ratio and broader peaks, which may be indicative of some crystallographic disorder and/or differential stress. On decompression, the higher pressure transition is reversible with a hysteresis of $9 GPa, and the crystal eventually returns to the initial opx structure below 10 GPa (Serghiou et al., 2000) .
Our experiments show transition pressures that are generally consistent with those reported in Serghiou et al. (2000) , although there is no evidence in the Raman spectra for the b-opx to a-popx transition near 30 GPa. This transition may not have a strong spectroscopic signature. For the transition near 40 GPa, our results are consistent with the Raman study in that octahedral Si forms across the a-popx to b-popx transition and b-popx shows evidence for structural disorder. Upon further compression, Serghiou et al. (2000) find no additional changes in the Raman spectra to 70 GPa, which suggests that b-popx may remain present to this pressure. It should be noted that Raman experiments used an argon pressure medium, which is less hydrostatic than the neon medium used here. Therefore, there are likely some differences in stress conditions between the two experiments.
Five-coordinated Si polyhedra, such as found here for a-and b-popx, are unusual in that there are only a few previously reported cases of pentacoordinated silicon in inorganic silicate crystals or glasses (although 5-coordinated organic Si compounds are not uncommon (Liebau, 1984) ). Pentacoordinated Si is observed in minor quantities in silicate glasses at ambient pressure (Stebbins, 1991; Stebbins and Poe, 1999) . This five-coordinated fraction is reported to increase with pressure as the glass structure evolves towards octahedral coordination at high pressure (Stebbins and Poe, 1999; Williams and Jeanloz, 1988) . Similar observations have been reported in GeO 2 glasses that are analogs for SiO 2 (Guthrie et al., 2004) . Only a single experimentally determined silicate crystal structure with high concentrations of SiO 5 units, a triclinic form of CaSi 2 O 5 , has been reported (Angel et al., 1996) . Subsequent studies investigated this phase's thermodynamic stability (Schoenitz et al., 2001; Warren et al., 1999) and formation mechanism (Yu et al., 2013) . Another experimental study observed the formation of a small number of (Si,Al)O 5 units after the dehydration and rehydration of the zeolite brewsterite (Alberti et al., 1999) . There are additional theoretical predictions for the formation of a 5-coordinated SiO 2 structure in the presence of nonhydrostatic stress (Badro et al., 1997) , and more relevant to our experiments, molecular dynamics simulations by Chaplot and Choudhury (2001) on En 100 opx that suggest the formation of a structure with disordered 5-coordinated Si at moderately high temperature. This structure is predicted to exist at 15 GPa and 900 K, and is intermediate between opx and perovskite. We show here experimentally that the application of pressure at room temperature can yield structures with 5-coordinated Si, albeit highly distorted. Studies of additional pyroxenes or other silicates under room-temperature compression may yield phase transition sequences that also result in five-coordinated silicon.
Just as glasses can be thought of as overcooled liquids that are kinetically inhibited from crystallizing, opx is kinetically inhibited above $25 GPa and 300 K from transforming to the thermodynamically stable six-coordinated perovskite structure. Therefore, it can only accommodate increasing compression through small translations of atoms (i.e. displacive mechanisms). As pressure increases and neighboring Si-O polyhedra are pushed closer together, new bonds bridging the polyhedra are formed, and the structure becomes increasingly polymerized. The bridging O anions appear to be able to be captured either one or two at a time (e.g. the A-chains vs. the B-chains), resulting in structures with mixed, 4-, 4+1-, and 6-coordinated Si-O polyhedra. It seems likely that this incremental polymerization mechanism would play a role in the 300 K high-pressure behavior of other chain silicates, or other types of silicates such as ring silicates. However, to date there have been limited quasi-hydrostatic single-crystal diffraction studies on cold-compressed silicates at pressures greater than $15 GPa. While the high-pressure opx phase transitions appear to be reversible, five-coordinated structures could potentially be quenched in other compression environments such as those found in laboratory shock experiments or meteorite impacts.
We have chosen to differentiate between the two new structures described here from the lower-pressure pyroxenes due to their >4-coordinated Si and the similarity of b-popx to b-diopside. We therefore propose a new family of high-pressure ''postpyroxene'' structures that have pyroxene-like M1 and M2 sites (holding Mg, Fe, Ca, etc. cations) interleaved with sheets of interlinked akimotoite-like octahedral, or near-octahedral (i.e. >4 coordinated), Si cations. It is likely that a number of these structures can be found at high pressure, with differences resulting from the stacking and kinking arrangements of their respective precursor pyroxenes. Raman spectroscopy shows that some pyroxenoids (e.g. CaSiO 3 wollastonite) also transform to dense crystalline high-pressure phases at 300 K on compression (Serghiou, 2003) , and future work should investigate the relationship between these structures and post-pyroxenes. Fig. 8 summarizes the phase diagram of the MgSiO 3 system (after Fei and Bertka (1999) and Presnall (1995) ) together with estimated geotherms for normal mantle (Brown and Shankland, Fig. 8 . Synthesis of high-pressure data for MgSiO 3 polymorphs, including observed 300 K En 90 orthopyroxene phases in this study. Sources are: MgSiO 3 phase diagram (after Fei and Bertka (1999) and Presnall (1995) ), normal mantle (Brown and Shankland, 1981 ) (depth-pressure conversion from (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) ) and cold slab (Bina and Navrotsky, 2000) geotherms, and MgSiO 3 glass and enstatite shock compression Hugoniots (Akins et al., 2004) . The abbreviations stand for: oen -orthoenstatite, pen -protoenstatite, lpcen -low-pressure P2 1 /c clinoenstatite, hpcen -high-pressure C2/c clinoenstatite, maj -majorite garnet, wad -wadsleyite, st -stishovite, rwd -ringwoodite, akm -akimotoite, pvperovskite, and Hug. -Hugoniot.
1981
) and the coldest part of an old and fast subducting slab (Bina and Navrotsky, 2000) . Estimated P-T paths for shock-compressed MgSiO 3 crystals and glass are also shown (Akins et al., 2004) . MgSiO 3 phase boundaries are constrained by laboratory experiments only above $1000 K (Fei et al., 1990; Sawamoto, 1987) . The coldest subducting slabs (e.g. Tonga) fall in a temperature range below the mantle geotherm, as do the temperatures achieved in dynamic compression experiments at upper mantle pressures. In the case of cold subducting slabs, there is limited information on the kinetics of phase transitions at the relevant temperatures. If transitions (e.g. the dissolution of cpx into garnet (van Mierlo et al., 2013) ) are kinetically inhibited on a geological time scale, metastable phases may persist in these environments. Furthermore, it should be recognized that there is also the possibility of phases undergoing structural distortions to metastable intermediates at moderate temperatures before fully transforming to the stable high-temperature phase. Such metastable phases might also be found in meteorites and impact sites, or lab-recovered shocked samples.
Conclusions
En 90 opx was compressed to 48.5 GPa at 300 K while being probed with synchrotron-based single-crystal X-ray diffraction to monitor pressure-induced crystallographic changes. We observed the transformation of opx to the recently described b-opx phase at 14.6 GPa, as well as transformations to two metastable structures, a-popx and b-popx at 29.9 and 40.3 GPa, respectively. Both of the latter structures can be described with space group Pca2 1 , which had previously been predicted as a possible pyroxene space group. The new phases have 4+1-coordinated Si, and, in the case of b-popx, also 6-coordinated Si. They are part of a recently discovered and growing pool of experimentally observed structures that show the ability of silicates with 4-coordinated Si to transform to denser 6-coordinated structures at ambient temperature. These transformations occur primarily by displacive mechanisms, allowing retention of the single crystal across the boundary, and may be relevant to the dynamics of cold subducting slabs. Additional work is needed on the kinetics of these metastable transformations at elevated temperatures to better understand their relationship with the thermodynamically stable phases and their potential formation in geological environments.
